Fruity Trifle
Dedicated for summertime
For all seasons
Good in winter
When the carp haven’t seen boilies before
When the carp have seen everything
For larger carp
For Barbel too
Anti Poisson Chat

Shaun's advices and remarks

Magnum W & Duo

Rahja Spice

Special Crab

Absolute Seafood

Pineapple Crush

Questrami

Ghurkka Spice

Chilli Chocolate

Spicy Spirulina
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Summer wise - used as
alternative hook baits
(something different
over the main bait). It
is also a great summer
bait in its own right for
those quick sessions
when you don't have
time to establish a bait.

Any country, any time
of the year so long as
you can get a bait in
the water. One of the
two first choices I
would take anywhere.

Any country, any time
of the year so long as
you can get a bait in
the water. One of the
two first choices I
would take anywhere.

Special Crab really
comes into its own
during the warmer
summer months when
the Garlic, caviar, crab,
salmon and black
pepper start to work
their magic properly.

One of the most
successful winter baits
I've ever used. It is rare
you will find me on the
bank in the winter
without this on at least
one rod.

I had to force myself to
stop using this as I was
aware I was hardly
promoting any other
bait in the range. It has
now become one of my
my main fall back baits.
If I go through a lean
spell, then the
Magnum comes out
again.

Rahja Spice has sat in
the top two selling
baits for the past 12
years! The only way
you get consistent big
sellers is customers
having consistent
success. Every bait
company has an
absolute classic. This is
ours. Barbel and chub
love it too.

This one is a very well
tried and tested bait
having caught so many
fish before Quest Baits
as it is known was even
born. It had to be
included in our range
on day one and still sits
there having been
responsible for so
many personal bests
for our customers.

This one will still smell
and taste good even
after being out for 48
hours. I have probably
caught more carp using
this as a hook bait than
any other in the range,
yet strangely enough I
rarely use it as my main
bait.

Again incredibly
attractive to the carp in
the coldest months.
Ypu will never see me
on the bank guring the
winter without a few of
these with me. It isn't
just a great cold water
bait though, it was my
main choice to take to
Italy with me in the
hottest conditions I
have ever caught carp
in. That session I
landed them to just
under 60 lb, so not a
small fish bait either.

Made for use in
combination with
Chillied Hemp originally
but has since gone on
to become our biggest
seller and the first bait
I reach for when
visiting places that
possibly have not seen
many boilies. The carp
appear to accept it as a
food source from day
one.

For the first couple of
years of quest baits,
this was our biggest
selling bait before rahja
spice nudged it to one
side but still remains a
massive seller
particularly with our
mainland European
customers and anglers
travelling to France for
some reason. As said
above, this one is at its
best in the warmer
months. Barbel love it
too.

Similar base to Fruity
Trifle but developed to
I wanted a fish based put Poisson Chat off.
bait that was bright in This works at all times
colour and safe to use of the year but we
in the winter too. No
must point out the
bulk oils at all to hinder pineapple is only there
digestion.
to hide the ingredient
that the poisson Chat
don't like.
Another one that
works great as an
alternative hook bait or
Quick flavour release one to mix in with
ideal for quick short
other baits to add a
sessions where
contrast of colour that
maximum attraction
the carp always find
can help. There is also irresistable. It is yellow
he added bonus that
as you may have
barbel love it too.
guessed for a
pineapple bait. The
colour nature intended
for it.

Another any time any
This is another 12
place bait which is also
months of the year bait quite soft, great for
that you don’t need to crumbling up between
introduce lots to get
your fingers, The
the fish interested,
colour halps blend it in
they appear to accept on sandy and gravel
it as a food source right type lake beds. This can
from day one.
be a huge benefit with
wary fish.
Questrami is softer
than our other baits
Again no synthetic
and soaks up added
artificial flavours that
glugs and liquids very
some carp get wary of.
quickly. Although it
This one is nut based
was put together for
and the attractor
carp and only ever
system is basically the
tested on carp prior to
spices from a tai green
release, it has become
Curry with a creamy
my most successful
coconut finish to
barbel bait of all time.
smooth the taste.
particularly with a
matching paste wrap.

Works well fished in
conjunction with other
baits to add a bit of
colour to a baited area
particularly with the
Special Crab and the
Questrami. Also useful
for those little baiting
traps in the margins
enabling you to keep
an eye on it. Orage has
always been a classic
carp catching colour,
but few seem to use it
these days.

Made from totally
natural ingredients and
a subtle blend of meat,
seafood, fish and
spices. Another bait
that appears to sort
out the larger fish. It
was uncanny using it
on the River trent. The
average size of barbel
it caught was massive
with several customers
having PB's almost
straight away.

Yellow pineapple baits
tend to be the reach
for 'get out of jail' bait
with many U.K. anglers
when the going gets
tough. When the fish
are showing at range,
try one as a single hook
bait and no freebies.
You may be surprised.

A soluble bait that
gently oozes attraction.
The nutty base mix and
spicy coconut aroma is
one the carp love and
appear to keep coming
back for time and time
again. I have said many
times that this is one of
my favourite baits in
the range. I really
should start to use it
again.

One of our long
standing field testers
Ron Key loves this bait.
We struggle to get him
to try anything else.

Dull in colour so as to
not attract the
attentions of water
birds or spook wary
fish. It is made to be as
natural looking and
tasting as possible.

This has a subtle hint of
fish meal but it remains
very subtle. Most
appear surprised to
hear there is a slight
fish content. One of
our long term Quest
Baits Team members
Ron Key loves this bait
and we struggle to get
him to use anything
else. It is always his
first choice.

It contains no synthetic
ingredients
whatsoever. Everything
is totally natural.

Made to attract the
carp's natural food to
the bait for even more
This has become a
attraction in the swim.
great bait fished in
The underwater
conjunction with other critters such as caddis
baits too. Magnum
and snails love this, as
White and Chilli
do the carp of course.
Chocolate fished 50/50 Since releasing it we
mhas become a classic have had some very
these days.
favourable reports
coming through from
the tench and Bream
anglers as well.

